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Abstract
This paper provides a simple algorithmic template for obtaining fast distributed algo-
rithms for a highly-dynamic setting, in which arbitrarily many edge changes may occur in
each round. Our algorithm significantly improves upon prior work in its combination of
(1) having an O(1) amortized time complexity, (2) not posing any restrictions on the dy-
namic behavior of the environment, (3) being deterministic, (4) having strong guarantees
for intermediate solutions, and (5) being applicable for a wide family of tasks which we
combinatorially define.
The tasks for which we deduce such an algorithm are maximal matching, (degree + 1)-
coloring, maximal independent set (which, perhaps surprisingly, seems to behave very differ-
ently from the other problems), and the seemingly unrelated problem of a 2-approximation
for minimum weight vertex cover. For some of these tasks, node insertions can also be
among the allowed topology changes, and for some of them also abrupt node deletions.
At the core of our work is a combinatorial definition of a subclass of the celebrated family
of locally-checkable labelings (LCLs) defined by Naor and Stockmeyer [SIAM J. Comp. ’95].
We call the subclass that we define locally-fixable labelings (LFLs). Very roughly speaking,
as their name suggests, these are labelings that allow a node to fix its own label and the
labels of its neighbors after a topology change, based solely on their old labels.
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1 Introduction
The notion of locally-checkable labelings (LCLs) is a celebrated concept in distributed comput-
ing, first defined by Naor and Stockmeyer [NS95] in order to capture tasks in which nodes can
efficiently detect inconsistencies, motivated by the unstable nature of distributed systems. Since
the publication of this pioneering work, the complexity of solving tasks that can be described
as LCLs has been extensively studied in the distributed setting.
In the current work, we return to the original motivation of handling the dynamic behavior
of a network, and study which problems can be fixed fast in a dynamic setting, where network
links may appear or be dropped adversarially1 during the computation. We provide a simple
example of sinkless orientation, showing that it is an LCL with a checking radius of 1 that
requires a linear number of rounds for fixing, even in an amortized complexity, even when
topology changes are spaced in time, and even with the ability to send messages of unbounded
size. This toy example strongly motivates the following question, paraphrased in correspondence
with the title of [NS95]:
Question: What can be fixed locally?
To address this question, we define a subclass of LCLs, which we call locally fixable labelings
(LFLs). Despite a deceiving first impression that such a definition may be straightforward, our
definition turns out to be highly non-trivial, as we discuss in Section 4. Our definition is entirely
combinatorial, in the spirit of the definition of LCLs.
After defining LFLs, we present a surprisingly simple, deterministic distributed template al-
gorithm that rapidly fixes LFLs with labels made of small pieces, a notion that will be made clear
shortly. Specifically, we define an algorithm that requires a constant number of communication
rounds when amortized over the number of topology changes, works even in the highly-dynamic
setting where an unbounded number of network links may appear or be dropped adversarially
in every round of computation, and nodes can send messages of no more than O(log n) bits.
We then show that fundamental LCL tasks, such as maximal matching, (degree+1)-coloring,
or 2-approximation for the minimum weighted vertex cover (2-MWVC), can be described as
LFLs with labels made of small pieces, which immediately implies the above fast fixing algorithm
applies to these tasks. We find the latter rather surprising, as vertex cover is an approximation
problem, while the former problems have a symmetry breaking flavor. Yet, what our results
show, is that fixing a 2-MWVC requires coordination only within the direct neighborhood of a
node.
We further show that for some tasks, fast fixing is also possible with node insertions and
deletions. Here, we consider the more severe case of abrupt deletions, where a deleted node does
not have a chance to inform its neighbors about its upcoming departure from the system.
Curiously, for the fundamental task of finding a maximal independent set (MIS), while it
will be easy to show an LFL for it, we do not know whether there exists an LFL with labels
made of small pieces. Nevertheless, we provide a solution for MIS which tolerates edge and node
insertions/deletions, in O(1) amortized time. This is done in the same spirit of our general LFL
algorithm, while carefully exploiting some features of maximal independent sets.
Our template algorithm significantly improves upon prior work in its combination of (1)
having an O(1) amortized time complexity, (2) not posing any restrictions on the dynamic
behavior of the environment and in particular not requiring topology changes to be spaced in
time, (3) being deterministic, (4) having strong guarantees for intermediate solutions, and (5)
being applicable for a wide family of tasks which we combinatorially define. We elaborate upon
related work in Section 1.3.
1When considering randomized algorithms for dynamic graphs, one should make a distinction between an
adaptive adversary, which sees the coin flips of the algorithm, and an oblivious adversary, which does not. As
our algorithms are deterministic, we do not make such a distinction.
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We stress that as opposed to sequential dynamic data structures, not posing any restrictions
on the dynamic behavior of the environment is vital in the distributed setting because the input
graph is the communication graph itself. In other words, nodes cannot communicate over a
deleted edge, and so we cannot simply apply an update algorithm for each topology change at
a time because a deleted edge affects the communication already when it happens, and not only
when it is handled.
1.1 The LCL definition is insufficient for fast fixing
We begin by recalling the definition of LCLs, restricting our attention to LCLs with radius
r = 1. A centered star is a pair (H, s) where H is a star graph and s is its center.
Locally-Checkable Labelings (LCLs) [NS95]: An LCL L is a tuple (Σ,Γ, C), where
Σ is a set of input labels, Γ is a set of output labels, and C is a set of locally consistent
labelings. Each element of C is a centered star, with a label in Σ×Γ for each of its nodes.
In the work of Naor and Stockmeyer [NS95] the set of labels Σ has a fixed size, while here
we omit this limitation in order to give more power to the labelings.2
A labeling λ : V → Σ× Γ is called L-legal for a graph G = (V,E), if for every v ∈ V , there
exists a centered star (H, s) in C with a label-pair at each node, which is consistent with λ in
the following sense: there exists a mapping π that maps the star centered at v in G into (H, s),
with π(v) = s, such that for every node w in the star centered at v, the label-pair given by λ is
the same as the label-pair of the node π(w) in (H, s).
As explained in [NS95], the set C defines allowed labels for neighborhoods, as opposed to
defining a set of forbidden ones. If the LCL has no inputs, then one can simply choose a default
input label, i.e., |Σ| = 1. An algorithm that solves the problem defined by an LCL L is an
algorithm whose output on a graph G is an L-legal labeling.
Some LCLs are not easily fixable: One example of an LCL problem that is not easily
fixable is the following variant of sinkless orientation [BFH+16]. Each node has a label that
corresponds to an orientation of its edges, such that labels at endpoints of an edge are consistent,
and such that there is no node of degree greater than 1 that is a sink, i.e., has no outgoing edge.
It is easy to verify that every graph has a valid labeling3, and that this is an LCL. To see that
this LCL cannot be fixed within an amortized complexity of O(1), consider a graph on n nodes
that evolves dynamically, creating two paths of roughly n/2 nodes each. Each path must be
oriented consistently with a single sink in one of its endpoints. Inserting an edge between the
sinks of the two paths forces the orientation of all of the edges in one of the sub-paths to flip,
which takes Ω(n) rounds. Deleting this edge induces again two paths with a single sink each,
and repeating the process of inserting an edge between the new sinks and deleting it causes a
linear number of rounds that can be attributed to only two topology changes, which implies an
amortized time of Ω(n). This holds even if topology changes do not happen concurrently, and
even if the messages can be of arbitrarily large size.
1.2 Our contribution: LFLs and a fast dynamic fixing algorithm
The challenge in defining LFLs. The first property that an LFL definition needs to have
2However, algorithmically, we always keep the size of messages small even when labels are large, by sending
only pieces of them.
3If G is a tree, choose an arbitrary root and orient the edges away from the root. Otherwise, choose a cycle
in G and orient its edges cyclically, then imagine contracting its nodes into a single super-node and orient edges
towards this super-node along some spanning tree, and orient other edges arbitrarily.
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should pinpoint why the sinkless orientation example is unfixable in a fast manner. Intuitively,
in sinkless orientation, a local change may have a global impact on the labels of many and far
away nodes, while an LFL needs to be fixed locally. To rule out labelings with this undesired
property, the LFL definition requires the existence of a local fixing function. Such a function
should potentially receive as input a star centered at a node v, along with its labeling which
may be locally inconsistent, and produce fixed labels for v and possibly its neighbors, such that
local consistency holds for this star, and is maintained for all stars of these nodes if they were
previously so.
However, this is still insufficient. Imagine the task of fixing a maximal matching when an
edge is inserted to or deleted from the network graph. It is quite easy to see that with a
standard labeling that simply indicates which edge is matched, the endpoints of the changed
edge can fix the labels of themselves and possibly their neighbors to produce a correct solution.
Combinatorially, this is the fixing function that we refer to above. Yet, already here, a first
subtlety arises: The endpoints cannot operate concurrently, because if there is a matching edge
between them that is deleted, then they might try to match themselves to a neighbor that is
common to both.
For a general task that one wishes to fix, this motivates simply requiring that the nodes
that received indication of a topology change become active for fixing at different times. But
this still does not address our aim of coping with an unlimited number of concurrent topology
changes. The reason is that by the time that a node becomes active and fixes the labels of
its neighbors, we are no longer guaranteed that the old labels of this node and its neighbors
correspond to an earlier locally consistent labeling, because of multiple topology changes that
they may have undergone in the meanwhile. In other words, the old labels can be anything, so
our fixing function is not promised to produce a locally consistent output.
This motivates an LFL definition that incorporates a two-step fixing algorithm. For the first
step, at a high level, we define a function that prepares a node for fixing by changing only its
own label without the need for any communication. This produces a label that, when given as
input to the fixing function, allows the fixing function to guarantee a locally consistent output.
Then, the second fixing step is the applying the fixing function itself, which may result in new
labels for an active node and its neighbors. For the maximal matching example, this intuitively
can be seen as follows: when a node v has its matched edge deleted from the graph, it first
locally prepares itself by changing its label to indicate that it is now unmatched and ready for
being matched if possible. Then, even before v is able to become active for fixing, if one of its
neighbors u becomes active for fixing then u can already get matched with v.
The above discussion gives the main intuitions for the two functions that underlie our LFL
definition. To capture the properties that we need them to promise, we need several definitions
of when the labels of neighbors are correct for their edge, and when the view of a node is in
essence locally consistent. However, algorithmically, recall that we are limited to sending small
messages in our setting, and hence may not be able to send entire labels for invoking the fixing
function (this will become crucial when we show an LFL for fixing a 2-approximation for the
minimum weight vertex cover). Hence, our labels need to be composed of small pieces such that
the fixing function only requires a couple of pieces of every label. We call these pieces excerpts
and we thus need a stronger definition for views that replaces local consistency, because a node
is unable to receive the entire label of a neighbor, but only a constant number of excerpts.
To summarize, an LFL will be defined as a tuple which, in addition to the input and output
label sets Σ and Γ, consists of a set that characterizes when the labels of neighbors are correct
for their edge and a set that characterizes when the label of a node is ready for fixing (these
two sets replace C as they induce local consistency), as well as two functions, one for preparing
towards fixing and one for fixing. The formal full-fledged definition of LFLs is given in Section 4.
When all of the inputs and all of the excerpts are small, we call this a bounded LFL.
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A fast dynamic fixing algorithm. In essence, because we might need a node to change
the labels of its neighbors after a topology change, we make sure that concurrent fixing always
happens for nodes that are not too close, and other nodes wait even if their labels are not yet
correct. To this end, our method is to assign a timestamp to each change in the graph and
fix a node that suffered from the change only if its timestamp is a local minimum in some
neighborhood, thus avoiding conflicting concurrent fixes. However, the restriction on the size
of messages forbids unbounded timestamps.
To resolve this issue, we utilize ideas from the literature on shared memory algorithms,
e.g., [ADS89], for deterministically hashing the timestamps into a small bounded domain so
that the nodes can afford sending a hashed timestamp in a single small message, and we do
so in a way that preserves the total order over timestamps. But this alone is still insufficient,
because we need to cope with the uncontrolled number of topology changes, which may, for
example, suddenly connect two nodes that were previously far enough to become active simul-
taneously, but can now interfere with each other. We carefully take care of such cases, where
our timestamps have been cheated by the topology changes.
Thus, our main algorithmic contribution lies in proving the following theorem, which holds
in a model with an unbounded number of topology changes that may occur concurrently, and
when only a logarithmic number of bits can be sent in a message. This theorem is proven in
Section 5.
Theorem 1. For every bounded LFL L, there is a deterministic dynamic distributed fixing
algorithm which handles edge insertions/deletions in O(1) amortized rounds.
While the definition of LFLs is unavoidably involved, our algorithm has the desired property
of being simple, which we consider to be a benefit.
Theorem 1 handles changes in edges, and a direct translation for handling node inser-
tions/deletions (along with their edges) incurs an undesired blow-up in the complexity. How-
ever, we prove that for some LFLs the same approach can also handle node insertions and
deletions within the same complexity, because of additional properties that their LFLs satisfy.
Tasks that admit bounded LFLs. In Section 6, we show that there are bounded LFLs for
maximal matching and (degree + 1)-coloring.
We then turn our attention to the task of fixing a 2-approximation for the minimum weighted
vertex cover (2-MWVC). First, we prove that although this is an approximation task and not
a symmetry-breaking task, we can still show a simple labeling for it, which is a bounded LFL.
Our labeling is not the na¨ıve one, which only indicates which nodes are in the cover, but rather
contains information about how a solution was obtained, when one considers it being the result
of a local-ratio weight reduction process (see Section 6.3).
The curious case of fixing an MIS. The na¨ıve labeling for fixing an MIS is an LFL but not
a bounded one. To see this, suppose an edge is inserted between two nodes that are in the MIS.
Then, one of them, say v, has to leave the MIS, but this requires relabeling all its neighbors
that were previously dominated only by v. However, in the na¨ıve labeling v does not have the
information that is required for choosing an MIS for its neighbors in a consistent manner. This
can be overcome by including neighborhood information in the excerpts, but then this is not a
bounded LFL.
Nevertheless, we prove that with some modifications, our fast fixing algorithm can also
handle MIS without the need to inform nodes about entire neighborhoods. The approach we
take here is that instead of fixing its neighborhood, a node tells its neighbors that they should
become active themselves in order to fix their labels. On the surface, this would entail an
unacceptable overhead for the amortized complexity that is proportional to the degree of the
node. The crux in our algorithm and analysis is in blaming previous topology changes for such
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a situation — for every node u in the neighborhood of v which is only dominated by v, there
is a previous topology change (namely, an insertion of an edge {u,w}, where w may or may
not be v) for which we did not need to fix the label of w. This potential function argument
allows us to amortize the round complexity all the way down to O(1), and the same technique
is utilized to handle node insertions and deletions (see Section 7).
The implications of our definition and proofs to concrete problems are summarized in the
in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.
There is a deterministic dynamic distributed fixing algorithm for (degree + 1)-coloring,
which handles edge insertions/deletions in O(1) amortized rounds.
There is a deterministic dynamic distributed fixing algorithm for a 2-approximation of a
minimum weight vertex cover, which handles edge insertions/deletions and node insertions
in O(1) amortized rounds.
There are deterministic dynamic distributed fixing algorithms for maximal matching, (∆+
1)-coloring4 and MIS, which handle edge/node insertions/deletions in O(1) amortized rounds.
We conclude with a discussion in Section 8.
1.3 Related work
The end results of our work provide fast fixing for fundamental graph problems, whose static
algorithmic complexity has been extensively studied in the distributed setting. A full overview
of the known results merits an entire survey paper on its own (see, e.g., [Suo13, BE13]), but
at the end of this section we provide a (very) partial picture of the current state of affairs, in
order to give a flavor of known complexities in the static setting. An additional line of beautiful
work studies the landscape of distributed complexities of LCL problems, and the fundamental
question of using randomness (see, e.g., [BHK+17,GKM17,BHK+18,BBOS19,CP19,CKP19]).
For dynamic distributed computing, there is a rich history of research on the important
paradigm of self-stabilization (see, e.g., the book by Dolev [Dol00]) and in particular on sym-
metry breaking (see, e.g., the survey by Guellati and Kheddouci [GK10]). Related notions of
error confinement and fault-local mending have been studied in [AKP10, KP99, KP00]. Our
model greatly differs from the above. There are many additional models of dynamic distributed
computation, which are very different from the one we consider in this paper, and in what
follows we focus on the more relevant related studies.
Some of the oldest works in similar models to ours are by Italiano [Ita91] and Elkin [Elk07],
who provide algorithms for distance-related tasks such as shortest paths and spanners. Ex-
tremely fast algorithms were given by Ko¨nig and Wattenhofer [KW13], who pinpointed some
problems that can be fixed in a single round. They were the first to addresses symmetry
breaking in this particular dynamic setting, while not limiting the message size and assuming a
single topology change at a time. Their work was followed by that of Censor-Hillel, Haramaty,
and Karnin [CHK16], which provides a randomized algorithm that uses small messages to fix
an MIS in O(1)-amortized update time for a non-adaptive oblivious adversary, still assuming
a single change at a time. The latter left as an open question the complexity of fixing an
MIS in the sequential dynamic setting. This was picked up by Assadi, Onak, Schieber, and
Solomon [AOSS18,AOSS19], by Du and Zhang [DZ18], and by Gupta and Khan [GK18], who
provide beautiful algorithms that significantly improve upon the na¨ıve solution. They show
fast algorithms for fixing an MIS, and have the following implications for the distributed set-
ting. Specifically, the algorithm of [AOSS18] achieves an O(min∆,m3/4) amortized message
complexity and O(1)-amortized round complexity and adjustment complexity (the number of
vertices that change their output after each update) for an adaptive non-oblivious adversary in
4Here ∆ is the maximum node degree.
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the distributed setting. However, they handle only a single change at a time, and sometimes
need to know the number of edges, which is global knowledge that our work avoids assuming.
In fact, if one is happy with restricting the algorithm to work only in a model with a single
topology change at a time, then sending timestamps is not required, so O(1)-bit messages suffice
in our algorithm for MIS, which resembles the properties of [AOSS18] for that model.
Parter, Peleg, and Solomon [PPS16] provide a neat log-starization technique, which trans-
lates logarithmic static distributed algorithms into a dynamic setting such that their amortized
time complexity becomes O(log∗ n). They also assume that topology changes are sufficiently
spaced in time in order to allow recovery before the next change, and their work allows large
messages. Solomon [Sol16] shows that maximal matching have O(1) amortized complexity, even
when counting messages and not only rounds. This also assumes a single change at a time.
The (∆+ 1)-coloring algorithm of Barenboim, Elkin, and Goldenberg [BEG18] also implies
fixing in a self-stabilizing manner — after the topology stops changing, only O(∆ + log∗ n)
rounds are required in order to obtain a valid coloring. This algorithm works only under the
assumption that there is a bound ∆ on the degrees of all the nodes at all times.
Perhaps the setting most relevant to ours is the one studied by Bamberger, Kuhn, and
Maus [BKM19], who also address a very similar highly-dynamic setting. They insightfully pro-
vide fast dynamic algorithms for a wide family of tasks, a family that includes some of the
problems addressed in our paper. Roughly, problems in this family can be decomposed into
packing and covering problems, in the sense that a packing condition remains true when delet-
ing edges and a covering condition remains true when inserting edges. For example, MIS is
such a problem, with independence and domination being the packing and covering conditions,
respectively. An innovative contribution of their algorithms is providing guarantees also for
intermediate states of the algorithm, that is, guarantees that hold even while the system is in
the fixing process. They show that the packing property holds for the set of edges that are
present throughout the last T rounds, and that the covering property holds for the set of edges
that are present in either of the last T rounds, for T = O(log n). Moreover, their algorithms
have correct solutions if a constant neighborhood of a node does not change for a logarithmic
number of rounds. Our algorithm guarantees an edge-correctness property that holds for all
edges between two nodes that are both currently clean, which are, roughly speaking, nodes for
which any topology change in their neighborhood has already been handled. In comparison
with their worst-case guarantee of O(log n) rounds for a correct solution, our algorithm only
gives O(n) rounds in the worst case. However, our amortized complexity is O(1), our messages
are of logarithmic size, and our algorithm is deterministic, while the above is randomized with
messages that can be of polylogarithmic size. Finally, we do not know whether our LFL defini-
tion captures all of the tasks that the above work does or vice-versa, and it may very well be
that we address incomparable sets of problems.
Bhattacharya et al. [BCHN18, Appendix A] provide a different definition of local fixability,
which is suitable for sequential dynamic data structures. Their definition requires a node to
be able to fix the solution by changing only its own state. While this captures tasks such as
coloring, and is helpful in the sequential setting for avoiding the need to update the state of
all neighbors of a node, this is too strong for the distributed setting, where a single commu-
nication round suffices for updating states of neighbors, if needed. Indeed, our LFL definition
captures a larger set of tasks: notably, MIS has an LFL although perhaps not a bounded one,
while [BCHN18] prove that it does not fall into their definition. In addition, Bhattacharya et
al. [BCHN18, Section 7] raise the question of fixing (in the sequential setting) problems that
are in P-SLOCAL5 [GKM17]. Notably, this class contains approximation tasks, and indeed for
some approximation ratios we can apply our framework. As will be seen in Section 5, indeed
5Roughly speaking, SLOCAL(t) is the class of problems that admit solutions by an algorithm that iterates
over all the nodes of the graph, and assigns a solution to each node based on the structure of its t-neighborhood
and solutions already assigned to nodes in this neighborhood. P-SLOCAL is the class SLOCAL(polylog n).
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our algorithm has the flavor of sequentially iterating over nodes and fixing the labels in their
neighborhood, with the additional power of the distributed setting that allows it to work con-
currently on nodes that are not too close. This also resembles the definition of orderless local
algorithms given in [KS18], although a formal definition for the case of fixing does not seem to
be simpler than our combinatorial LFL definition. The curious reader might also wonder if our
techniques have implications for sequential data structures. Unfortunately, we do not derive
any direct results, as a na¨ıve translation of a single communication round in the distributed
setting to the sequential setting incurs many steps.
A brief overview of some complexities of static distributed tasks: A foundational lower
bound of Linial [Lin92] shows that Ω(log∗ n) rounds are required for computing an MIS or a
(∆ + 1)-coloring. For coloring, this is the best known lower bound to date. For MIS, 2-MVC,
and additional tasks, ingenious lower bounds of Ω(log∆/ log log∆) and Ω(
√
log n/ log log n) are
given by Kuhn, Moscibroda and Wattenhofer [KMW16]. Upper bounds for MIS include the
cornerstone O(log n) algorithms of Luby [Lub86] and Alon, Babai, and Itai [ABI86], and the
more recent O(log∆) + 2O(
√
log logn) algorithm of Ghaffari [Gha16], as well as the classic deter-
ministic algorithm of Panconesi and Srinivasan [PS96]. Recently, Ghaffari [Gha19] provided a
fast MIS algorithm that even uses small messages.
For deterministic (∆ + 1)-coloring, Barenboim, Elkin and Kuhn [BEK14] provided the first
O(∆ + log∗ n)-round algorithm, followed by the work of Barenboim [Bar16], showing the first
sublinear in ∆ complexity. Fraigniaud, Heinrich, and Kosowski [FHK16] then gave new tech-
niques which allowed the complexity to drop to O˜(
√
∆) + log∗ n rounds, which were then also
used by Barenboim, Elkin, and Goldenberg [BEG18] to further improve the complexity to the
current state-of-the-art.
For randomized solutions, Schneider and Wattenhofer [SW10], Barenboim, Elkin, Pettie,
and Schneider [BEPS16], and Harris, Schneider, and Su [HSS18] provide randomized algo-
rithms with decreasing running times in terms of the dependence on ∆. Recently, Chang,
Li, and Pettie [CLP18] obtained an algorithm that finishes in O(log∗ n + Detd(polylog n))
rounds, where Detd(n
′) is the deterministic complexity of (degree+1)-list coloring of n′ nodes,
which is currently known to be 2O(
√
logn′) due to the classic algorithm by Panconesi and Srini-
vasan [PS96]. The algorithm of [CLP18] also applies to (degree+ 1)-coloring, and is optimal if
Detd(n
′) = Det(n′) (for which the current upper bounds are indeed the same), where Det(n′)
is the deterministic complexity of (∆ + 1)-list coloring of n′ nodes, due to results of Chang,
Kopelowitz, and Pettie [CKP19].
A maximal matching can be obtained in O(log∆ + log3 log n) rounds by plugging the
algorithm of Fischer [Fis17] into the framework of Barenboim, Elkin, Pettie, and Schnei-
der [BEPS16]. For weighted minimum vertex cover, the fastest 2-approximation is an
O(log n log∆/ log2 log ∆) algorithm by Ben-Basat, Even, Kawarabayashi, and Schwartz-
man [BEKS18], while for a (2 + ǫ)-approximation only the tight O(log∆/ log log∆) rounds
are needed, as first shown by Bar-Yehuda, Censor-Hillel, and Schwartzman [BCS17].
An exceptional recent breakthrough by Balliu, Brandt, Hirvonen, Olivetti, Rabie and
Suomela [BBH+19] proves that maximal matching and MIS cannot be solved deterministically
within o(∆ + log n/ log log n) rounds, or probabilistically within o(∆ + log log n/ log log log n)
rounds.
2 Model
We assume a synchronous network that starts as an empty graph on n nodes and evolves into the
graph Gi = (Vi, Ei) at the beginning of round i.
6 In each round, the nodes receive indications
6Alternatively, one can assume any graph as the initial graph, as long as the nodes start with an L-legal
labeling, for the LFL L that is addressed.
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about the topology changes of which they are a part of, for both insertions and deletions. Then,
each node can send a message of O(log n) bits to each of its neighbors.
The amortized complexity of distributed fixing algorithms: A distributed fixing algo-
rithm should fix labels of nodes in centered stars with previously inconsistent labelings. Nat-
urally, for a highly-dynamic setting, one cannot expect the new labeling to be L-legal, unless
there were sufficiently many quiet rounds, i.e., rounds in which no topology changes occurred,
which we do not want to rely on. Instead, we require a fixing algorithm to eventually produce
a locally consistent labeling for any centered star whose topology does not change.
The worst-case round complexity of a distributed fixing algorithm is the maximal number of
rounds required to produce a locally consistent labeling for a centered star whose topology does
not change. In this work, we care more about the amortized round complexity, whose standard
definition is as follows. In every round r, count the number of rounds up to now in which there
was at least one inconsistent view in the labeling7 plus the number of remaining inconsistent
views in this round r. Take the ratio between this sum and the number of topology changes
that occurred up to round r. The amortized round complexity of a distributed fixing algorithm
is the maximum ratio over all rounds r. We emphasize that we count a node insertion/deletion
(along with its edges) as a single topology change rather than counting it as inserting/deleting
many edges, which is what makes handling it challenging.
3 Warm-up: Maximal Matching
The purpose of the LFL definition is to show that our algorithm applies to a large family of
tasks, saving us the need to restate and reprove it for each task separately. Since this naturally
comes at a cost of being more general, we first exemplify our algorithm for a single task, namely,
maximal matching.
For maximal matching, still without formality, imagine a label that says whether a node
is matched and if so then to which neighbor. The algorithmic intuition is as follows. When
an edge is inserted, if both of its endpoints are unmatched then they can become matched to
each other, and otherwise no update is needed in the labels to maintain a maximal matching.
When an edge is deleted, if its endpoint were not matched to each other then again no update is
needed. The only case where some non-trivial work needs to be done is when a matching edge
is deleted. In this case, each endpoint needs to be matched to an unmatched neighbor, if such
a neighbor exists. For this, an endpoint needs to become active and inform its chosen neighbor
about the new match.
As mentioned earlier, we must make sure that the (previously matched) endpoints do not
become active concurrently, so that they do not choose the same node as their new matched
neighbor. In addition, recall that we are not limiting the dynamic behavior of the environment
in any way, and so many nodes may be competing for becoming active concurrently. The way
our algorithm handles this is by assigning timestamps to the nodes that are inferred by the
round in which the topology change that affected the node happened (and breaking ties by
node IDs).8 A node becomes active if its timestamp is the minimal in its 3-hop neighborhood.9
What this causes is that now a node that became unmatched may have to wait before it becomes
7Note that we do not charge the algorithm for rounds in which all centered stars have consistent labelings, as
otherwise the adversary has full control over the amortized complexity by simply injecting many quiet rounds in
between topology changes.
8Despite having the round numbers increase to infinity, the timestamps can be made to fit in O(log n)-bit
messages, but we defer this hashing to the formal algorithm description and focus in this warm-up on the labels
themselves.
9For maximal matching, it may be that 2 hops suffice, but in general we need 3 hops. Here too, we defer
many details to the actual algorithm description, as we need to address the possibility of edges being inserted
after deciding who is active, thus decreasing the hop-separation that we wanted to enforce for active nodes.
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active. Therefore, our two-step fixing approach is as follows. Immediately when the topology
change occurs, a newly unmatched node v indicates in its label that it is no longer matched.
This does not require a timestamp as the node does not change the label of any neighbor. What
this allows is that if another newly unmatched neighbor u of v becomes active before v does,
then u can get matched to v without the need to wait for v to become active. Only when v
becomes active it invokes the actual fixing, if it is still unmatched, and gets matched to an
unmatched neighbor, if such exists.
4 Locally-Fixable Labelings (LFLs)
The key observation of this paper is that we can pinpoint some LCLs that can be fixed fast.
The new concept of Locally-Fixable Labelings (LFLs) is the key to our approach, and is a
combinatorial definition in the spirit of LCLs.
The definition of LFL is quite involved, so we break it up into several parts. Here, we give
a first glimpse into the structure of an LFL.
Locally-Fixable Labelings (LFLs), the main structure: An LFL L is a tuple
(Σ,Γ, E ,P,Φprepare,Φfix), where Σ is a set of input labels, Γ is a set of output labels, and
E ,P,Φprepare,Φfix are defined below.
Below, we embed the definitions of each element of an LFL with the intuition for why we
define it. In addition, throughout these descriptions, we exemplify the definition on the problem
of fixing a maximal matching.10
We begin by imposing an inner structure for each output label in Γ, in a way which captures
the part of the label that addresses the node itself, and the parts that address each possible
edge incident on it. In what follows, a label typically refers to an output label, i.e., an element
in Γ. Formally, we denote by V = [n] the set of all possible nodes. A label Lv of a node v ∈ V
is a vector indexed by the graph nodes, denoted
Lv = (Lv1, . . . , Lvv , . . . , Lvn).
The entry Lvv is called the node excerpt, and holds information about the node v. Each entry of
the form Lvu, for u 6= v, is called an edge excerpt, and holds information about the pair {v, u}.
Naturally, for non-neighboring nodes, the content of their edge excerpts is quite useless, and is
therefore either chosen to be empty or to be some default value.
For maximal matching, we define Γ such that each label is a Boolean vector as follows:
for each node v, the node excerpt Lvv indicates whether v is matched, and each edge excerpt
Lvu indicates whether v is matched to u, such that there is at most a single u 6= v for which
Lvu = true.
4.1 Consistency
We now focus on how to capture local consistency. Namely, we define the sets E and P, which
replace the set C in the definition of LCLs.
In essence, we want an LFL to be a type of LCL, and so we need that for each node, the
label of itself and its neighbors determine whether the labeling is locally consistent. However,
algorithmically, this requires that each node receives the labels of its neighbors, which in general
10It is sometimes essential that the output labels in an LFL for a task T contain more information other than
only the output of the node. Thus, when we say that a labeling λ is a labeling for a task T , or that a task T is
described by a labeling λ, we mean that each node v can determine its output for T based on its output label
in λ but not that they are the same. In the tasks that we consider in this paper, the extraction of outputs from
labels is always intuitive and natural.
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may be too large to fit in a single message. Instead, we require that for each node v, local
consistency of the labeling can be determined based only on its own label Lv, and the node
excerpts of its neighbors, namely {Luu | u ∈ Nv}. Algorithmically, when each node excerpt fits
in a single message, this information can be obtained by v in a single round of communication.
We denote by X the set of all possible excerpts of labels in Γ, i.e., Γ ⊆ Xn. We denote by Nv
the set of possible centered stars of node v ∈ [n], and N = ⋃v∈[n]Nv. An element of Γ×Xd for
any value of d ≥ 0 is called a view. For each v ∈ [n] and Nv ∈ Nv of size d(v)+ 1, we will define
below a set of views in Γ × Xd(v) which will be called Nv-consistent views. Intuitively, these
will be views whose excerpts correspond to a locally consistent labeling of Nv. In a nutshell,
Nv-consistent views are views for which all edge excerpts for edges touching v comply with some
correctness condition, and the label of v itself follows another correctness rule. We derive the
formal definition of Nv-consistent views through the two definitions: the set E of edge-correct
tuples and the set P of prepared labels (i.e., prepared to be fixed).
Defining P: For each v ∈ [n] and Nv ∈ Nv, an LFL determines a set P of centered stars with
labeled centers. Intuitively, these labels are prepared, in the sense that they can later be fixed
if needed. We call the label of the center v of each element in P an Nv-prepared label. Note
that, algorithmically, no communication is needed for a node v to check whether its label Lv is
Nv-prepared for its current neighborhood Nv, or to choose such a label.
For the maximal matching example, a label Lv is Nv-prepared if one of the following holds:
(i) Lvu = false for all u ∈ [n], or (ii) Lvv = true, and Lvu = true for exactly one neighbor
u ∈ Nv of v. Intuitively, this allows a matching that is not maximal.
Defining E: An LFL determines a set E , whose elements are unordered pairs of nodes {v, u}
along with tuples (Lvv, Lvu, Luv, Luu) in X
4, which we call edge-correct tuples. For each {v, u}-
correct tuple, it must hold that Lvu = Luv. We call this latter condition the reciprocity property.
Intuitively, an element in E corresponds to two labels that agree in their reciprocal edge excerpts,
and for which some required consistency holds.
In the LFL that we are defining for maximal matching, in the set E the edge-correct tuples
are tuples of the form (Lvv , Lvu, Luv, Luu) where at least one of Lvv and Luu is true (and
Lvu = Luv as is required for any LFL). One could limit the edge-correct tuples further by
requiring, for example, that if Lvu = true then Lvv = true, but labels that do not comply with
this can be excluded from Γ to begin with, as they are never part of a consistent labeling.
Nv-consistency: For each v ∈ [n] and Nv ∈ Nv of size d(v) + 1, a view (Lv, Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud)
in Γ×Xd(v), for which Lv is Nv-prepared and for every ui ∈ Nv the tuple (Lvv , Lvui , Luiv, Luiui)
is {v, ui}-correct is called an Nv-consistent view. We can now consider a set VC (which stands
for view consistency), which consists of all stars centered at each node v along with a label for
v, and a node excerpt and a {u, v} edge excerpt for each neighbor of v, such that the obtained
view is Nv-consistent. We do not include VC as a separate element in the definition of LFLs
because this set is completely determined by the sets P and E .
However, the set VC is useful for defining the analog to LFLs of an L-legal labeling. For an
LFL L, a labeling λ : V → Σ × Γ is called L-legal for a graph G = (V,E), if for every v ∈ V ,
there exists in VC an element (H, s) with a label at the center and two excerpts at each other
node, and there exists a mapping π that maps the star centered at v in G into (H, s) with
π(v) = s, such that the label in λ of v is the same as the label of the node s in (H, s), and the
respective excerpts of each neighbor w of v are the same as those of π(w). If input labels exist,
then they have to correspond in the mapping as well.
Crucially, if a view is Nv-consistent, then it is Nv-consistent regardless of the content of any
other excerpts of the nodes ui ∈ Nv and any labels of other nodes. This implies that LFLs are
a subclass of LCLs. To prove this, given an LFL we simply define a set C which contains each
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star Nv centered at v, with labels to the nodes such that the view (Lv, Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud), where
the nodes ui are the neighbors of v, is Nv-consistent. Clearly, if a labeling is L-legal for the
LFL, then it is also legal for the obtained LCL, which completes the argument. Notice that
the other equivalence also holds: every LCL can be defined by replacing C with E and P, by
plugging every label used when defining C into all excerpts of a new label which is then used for
defining E and P accordingly. However, not every LCL is an LFL, because one cannot always
find functions Φprepare and Φfix as we require in what follows.
In the example of maximal matching, by the definitions of edge-correctness and prepared
labels, an Nv-consistent view of a node v is a view (Lv, Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud) for which one of the
following holds: (i) Lvu = false for all u ∈ [n] and Luiui = true for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d(v), or
(ii) Lvv = true, exactly one ui ∈ Nv has Lvui = Luiui = true, and Lvu = false for all
u ∈ [n] \ {v, ui}.
4.2 Preparedness (defining Φprepare)
Algorithmically, to fix consistency for a node v after a topology change, we will need v to fix
also the labels of its neighbors. The node v cannot guarantee consistency for a neighbor u if it
did not hold before the fix, but we still must make sure that a new label that is assigned by v to
a neighbor u is always prepared, even if it is not yet consistent with respect to the labels of the
neighbors of u (which is information that v does not have). That is, we need that the labels of
all nodes are always prepared, even if a topology change occurs. This implies that even before
any communication takes place for fixing a topology change, each node can prepare its label for
fixing (make it prepared).
The combinatorial definition we use to capture the above is the following. A function
Φprepare : [n]× N ×N × Γ → Γ is a preparing function if for each node v, if Noldv , Nnewv ∈ Nv
and Loldv is N
old
v -prepared, then L
new
v = Φprepare(v,N
old
v , N
new
v , L
old
v ) is N
new
v -prepared, and
Loldvu = L
new
vu for every u 6∈ Noldv ⊕Nnewv .
The algorithmic intuition is as follows. The function Φprepare allows a node v to change
its own node excerpt Loldvv , and any edge excerpt L
old
vu of a node u that is also affected by the
topology change. For such a node u, this excerpt has to change in a consistent manner, so that
u also changes the excerpt Lolduv of its old label in a way that satisfies the reciprocity property
in the definition of an edge-correct tuple. For a node u /∈ Noldv ⊕Nnewv , the excerpt Luv is not
allowed to be changed, as u is unaware of the topology change and we want this function to be
applied by v without requiring communication, while preserving the reciprocity property on all
edges.
We now define the function Φprepare for the LFL in our maximal matching example. For
any node v with Noldv , N
new
v ∈ Nv and label Loldv , we define Lnewv = Φprepare(v,Noldv , Nnewv , Loldv )
as follows. For every u 6∈ (Noldv ⊕ Nnewv ), u 6= v, we keep Lnewvu = Loldvu unchanged. For every
u ∈ Noldv ⊕Nnewv , we set Lnewvu = false. Finally, we set Lnewvv = true if and only if Loldvv = true
and the unique node u that had Loldvu = true satisfies u ∈ Nnewv (there is a unique such u
if Loldvv = true, since we are promised that L
old
v is N
old
v -prepared). Note that L
new
v = L
old
v
whenever Nold ⊆ Nnew, a property that we rely on when arguing about node insertions.
4.3 Fixability (defining Φfix)
We are now ready for the most crucial definition, which is the one that shows that views are
enough for fixing consistency, given that they are of prepared labels. Algorithmically, when a
node v needs to fix its label for consistency, it is given its old label and the node excerpt Luu
of every neighbor u for a prepared Lu, and v computes a new label for itself and possibly new
node excerpts for its neighbors. Crucially, although v does not have information other than the
old node excerpts, the new node excerpts must not compromise the preparedness of the labels
from which they originate and they must not change edge-correctness for edges of neighboring
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nodes. Hence, if before the fix of a node v it holds that the only incorrect edge of its neighbor
u is its edge with v, then the new excerpts that v assigns to u must make it Nu-consistent for
its neighborhood.
Combinatorially, we define the following. A function Φfix : [n]× N × Γ ×Xd → Γ ×Xd is
called a fixing function if whenever the following hold
• v ∈ [n], Nnewv ∈ Nv, d = |Nnewv | and Nnewv = {u1, . . . , ud},
• Loldv is Nnewv -prepared,
• Gnew is a graph that is consistent with Nnewv , with a labeling for its nodes such that for
each ui, its label Lui is Nui-prepared, where Nui is the neighborhood of ui in G
new, and
• the labels Loldv , Lu1 , . . . , Lud satisfy the reciprocity property for every pair {v, ui},
then, when denoting
(Lnewv , β1, . . . , βd) = Φfix(v,N
new
v , L
old
v , Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud),
it holds that
(a) (preparedness) Lnewv is N
new
v -prepared, and
(b) for every ui denoting by L
′
ui the label for which L
′
uiw = Luiw for every w ∈ [n] \ {ui, v},
L′uiui = βi and L
′
uiv = L
new
vui , it holds that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ d:
1. (edge-correctness) the tuple (Lnewvv , L
new
vui , L
′
uiv, L
′
uiui) is {v, ui}-correct,
2. (preparedness for neighbor) L′ui is Nui-prepared, and
3. (edge-correctness for neighbor) for every w ∈ Nui , if (Luiui , Luiw, Lwui , Lww) is
{ui, w}-correct, then (L′uiui , L′uiw, Lwui , Lww) is {ui, w}-correct, where Lw is the label
of w in the given labeling for Gnew.
Notice the crucial property that follows from the definition: The new view
(Lnewv , L
′
u1u1 , . . . , L
′
udud
) is Nnewv -consistent. This holds because item (a) in the definition is
promised to hold, as well as item (b1) for all neighbors ui ∈ Nnewv .
In our LFL for maximal matching, we define Φfix as follows. If L
old
vv = true then
(Lnewv , β1, . . . , βd) = (L
old
v , Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud). Items (a), (b2), and (b3) in the definition fol-
low because the labels are unchanged. For item (b1), notice that Loldv is N
new
v -prepared, so
since Loldvv = true, there is exactly one u ∈ Nnewv for which Loldvu = true; the reciprocity thus
gives edge-correctness for all edges {v, ui}, ui ∈ Nnewv , which also holds for the new labels
because they do not change.
Otherwise, if Loldvv = false, then L
old
vu = false for every u ∈ [n] since Loldv is Nnewv -prepared.
If Luu = true for all u ∈ Nnewv then again we set (Lnewv , β1, . . . , βd) = (Loldv , Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud),
and it is easy to see that the requirements hold since the labels do not change. The last case
is when Loldvv = false and there exists ui ∈ Nnewv such that Luiui = false. In this case, we set
βi = L
new
vv = L
new
vui = true, and L
new
vu = false for all u ∈ Nnewv \ {ui}. It is easy to verify that
item (a) and items (b1)–(b3) are satisfied for all neighbors u ∈ Nnewv .
4.4 The full LFL definition
We can now finally define locally fixable labelings, as follows.
Locally-Fixable Labelings (LFLs): An LFL L is a tuple (Σ,Γ, E ,P,Φprepare,Φfix),
where Σ is a set of input labels, Γ is a set of output labels, E is a set of edge-correct
tuples, P is a set of centered stars with prepared labels at their centers, the function
Φprepare is a preparing function and the function Φfix is a fixing function.
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An immediate corollary from the maximal matching example is that it admits an LFL. As
the sizes of the excerpts play an important role in our algorithms, we call an LFL for which all
of the excerpts in X are of size O(log n) a bounded LFL.
Lemma 1. The problem of maximal matching is a bounded LFL.
5 An O(1) amortized dynamic algorithm for LFLs
We assume a synchronous network that starts as an empty graph on n nodes and evolves into
the graph Gi = (Vi, Ei) at the beginning of round i. (Alternatively, one can assume any graph
as the initial graph, as long as the nodes start with an L-legal labeling, for the LFL L that is
addressed.) In each round, the nodes receive indications about the topology changes of which
they are a part of.
Our main result is that an LFL can be fixed deterministically within a constant amortized
number of rounds. For bounded LFLs, i.e., when the excerpt sizes are bounded by O(log n) bits,
our algorithm also works with a bandwidth of O(log n) bits. We begin in Section 5.1 with our
main algorithm. In Section 5.2 we prove that the same also holds for node insertions, given an
additional property of the Φprepare function of the LFL, which, as we will later show, is satisfied
in our examples.
5.1 Edge insertions/deletions
Theorem 1 . For every bounded LFL L, there is a deterministic dynamic distributed fixing
algorithm which handles edge insertions/deletions in O(1) amortized rounds.
Proof. First, we assume that all nodes start with initial labels that are globally consistent.
The setup: We denote γ = 5.
Let Fi be a set of edge changes (insertions/deletions) that occur in round i ≥ 0 (for conve-
nience, the first round is round 0). With each change in Fi, we associate two timestamps such
that a total order is induced over the timestamps as follows: for an edge e = {u, v} in Fi, we as-
sociate the timestamp ts = (i, u, v) with node u, and the timestamp (i, v, u) with node v. Since
u and v start round i with an indication of e being in Fi, both can deduce their timestamps
at the beginning of round i. We say that a node v is the owner of the timestamps that are
associated with it. In each round, a node only stores the largest timestamp that it owns, and
omits the rest.
Notice that timestamps are of unbounded size, which renders them impossible to fit in a
single message. To overcome this issue we borrow a technique of [ADS89], and we invoke a
deterministic hash function H over the timestamps, which reduces their size to O(log n) bits,
while retaining the total order over timestamps. The reason we can do this is that not every
two timestamps can exist in the system concurrently. To this end, we define h(i) = i mod 3γn
and H(ts) = (h(i), u, v) for a timestamp ts = (i, u, v), and we define an order ≺H over hashed
timestamps as the lexicographic order of the 3-tuple, induced by the following order ≺h over
values of h. We say that h(i) ≺h h(i′) if and only if one of the following holds:
• 0 ≤ h(i) < h(i′) ≤ 2γn, or
• γn ≤ h(i) < h(i′) ≤ 3γn, or
• 2γn ≤ h(i) < 3γn and 0 ≤ h(i′) < γn.
If two timestamps ts = (i, v, u), ts′ = (i′, v′, u′) are stored in two nodes v, v′ at two times
i, i′, respectively, it holds that ts < ts′ if and only if H(ts) ≺H H(ts′). The reason that this
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holds despite the wrap-around of hashed timestamps in the third bullet above, is the following
property that we will later prove: for every two such timestamps, it holds that i′− i ≤ γn. This
implies h(i) ≺h h(i′) whenever i < i′ despite the bounded range of the function h.
In the algorithm, the nodes chop up time into epochs, each consists of γ consecutive rounds,
in a non overlapping manner. That is, epoch j consists of rounds i = γj, . . . , γ(j + 1)− 1.
The algorithm: For every epoch j ≥ 0, we consider a set Dj ⊆ V of dirty nodes at the
beginning of each epoch, where initially no node is dirty (D0 = ∅). Some nodes in Dj may
become clean by the end of the epoch, so at the end of the epoch the set of dirty nodes is
denoted by D′j, and it holds that D
′
j ⊆ Dj . At the beginning of epoch j + 1, all nodes that
receive any indication of an edge in Fi in the previous epoch are added to the set of dirty nodes,
i.e., Dj+1 = D
′
j ∪ Ij , where Ij is the set of nodes that start round i with any indication about
Fi, for any γj ≤ i ≤ γ(j + 1)− 1.
Intuitively, the algorithm changes the labels so that the labels at the end of the epoch are
consistent with respect to the topology that was at the beginning of the epoch, unless they are
labels of dirty nodes or of neighbors of dirty nodes.
The algorithm works as follows. In epoch j = 0, the nodes do not send any messages, but
some of them enter I0 (if they receive indications of edges in Fi, for 0 ≤ i ≤ γ − 1).
Denote by N iv the neighborhood of v in round i, denote by L
i the labeling at the beginning
of round i, before the communication takes place, and denote by Lˆiv the labeling at the end of
the round. Unless stated otherwise, the node v sets Lˆiv ← Liv and Li+1v ← Lˆiv. Now, consider
an epoch j > 0. On round γj every node v ∈ Dj locally applies
Lγjv ← Φprepare(v,Nγ(j−1)v , Nγjv , Lˆγj−1v ),
where Lˆγj−1v is the label that v has at the end of round γj−1 = γ(j−1)+4, which, as we describe
below, may be different from its label Lγj−1v at the beginning of the round.11 Then, the node v
sends Lγjvv to its neighbors. These are the labels for the graph Gγj which the fixing addresses,
and this is how the algorithm leverages the preparing function Φprepare — by bringing all the
labels to the common ground of being prepared for the neighborhoods in the same graph, Gγj .
On rounds γj + 1 to γj + 3 the nodes propagate the hashed timestamps owned by dirty
nodes. That is, on round γj +1, each node in Dj broadcasts its hashed timestamp, and on the
following two rounds all nodes broadcast the smallest hashed timestamp that they see (with
respect to the order ≺H). Every node v in Dj which does not receive a hashed timestamp that
is smaller than its own becomes active.
On the last round of the epoch, γj + 4, every active node v that has neighborhood Nγjv =
{u1, . . . , ud} at round γj computes
(ℓv, β1, . . . , βd)← Φfix(v,Nγjv , Lγjv , Lγju1u1 , . . . , Lγjudud).
Notice that v has the require information to compute the above, even if additional topology
changes occur during the rounds in which timestamps are propagated. Yet, we need to cope
with the fact that topology changes may occur also throughout the current epoch and, for
example, make active nodes suddenly become too close. For this, we denote by Tj ⊆ Ij the
set of tainted nodes who received an indication of a topological change for at least one of their
edges during the epoch j.
Now, only if v /∈ Tj is an active node, it sends each neighbor u the values ℓvu (the corre-
sponding excerpt of ℓv) and βu and becomes clean. Otherwise, an active node v that is tainted
(i.e., is in Tj) aborts and remains dirty for the next epoch. Of course, if two nodes u and v are
11We stress that one can describe our algorithm with labels that can only change at the beginning of a round,
but we find the exposition clearer this way.
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neighbors at the beginning of an epoch but not when v sends the computed excerpts, then u
does not receive this information.
Finally, every active node v /∈ Tj updates Lˆγj+4v ← ℓv and each neighbor u updates Lˆγj+4u
by setting
Lˆγj+4uu ← βu and Lˆγj+4uv ← ℓvu,
leaving other excerpts unchanged. At the end of round γj + 4 = γ(j + 1) − 1, node v be-
comes inactive (even if it aborts) and is not included in D′j , i.e., we initialize D
′
j = Dj \ {v |
v is active in epoch j} at the beginning of epoch j. Notice that if v is active but aborts then it
will be in Ij and hence in Dj+1.
Round complexity: We now prove that the algorithm has an amortized round complexity
of O(1). To this end, we show that any epoch j in which messages are sent can be blamed on
a different timestamp ts and that the node v that owns ts is either clean for the next epoch
(v 6∈ Dj+1) or is dirty because of a (new) change that occurs in one of its adjacent edges during
epoch j (v ∈ Ij).
First, we claim that for every two timestamps ts = (i, v, u) and ts′ = (i′, v′, u′) such that ts <
ts′, that are simultaneously owned by nodes at a given time, it holds that i′ − i ≤ γn. Assume
otherwise, and consider the first time when this condition is violated for some timestamps
ts < ts′. This means that the owner v of ts does not become active for more than n epochs.
Since in each epoch at least one timestamp is handled, v not becoming active for more than n
epochs can only happen if at round i there were more than n timestamps which were then not
yet handled, stored in various nodes. But there are at most n nodes and each one stores at most
one timestamps so the above is impossible. Since i′ − i ≤ γn, we have that H(ts) ≺H H(ts′),
because h(i) ≺h h(i′), as argued earlier.
Since the hashed timestamps are totally ordered by ≺H , we have that in each epoch j there
is at least one dirty node v that becomes active, namely the one with the minimal timestamp.
The node v is not in D′j and hence either is not in Dj+1 or is in Ij, as claimed. Since every
topology change results in two timestamps, we have that the number of rounds required by the
algorithm is 2γ = O(1), amortized over all changes.
Correctness: For correctness we claim the following invariant holds at the end of round i =
γj + 4 = γ(j + 1)− 1:
1. For every node v, its label Lˆγj+4v is N
γj
v -prepared;
2. For every two nodes u, v that are clean at the end of the epoch and for which {u, v} ∈ Gγj ,
it holds that the tuple (Lˆγj+4uu , Lˆ
γj+4
uv , Lˆ
γj+4
vu , Lˆ
γj+4
vv ) is {u, v}-correct.
We prove the above by induction on the epochs. Clearly the base case holds trivially as during
the first epoch the labels do not change and we assume that the nodes start with an L-legal
labeling for the initial graph G0. Now, assume the above invariants hold for epoch j − 1. We
analyze what happens for each item.
1. We claim that at the end of the epoch, every node v has a Nγjv -prepared label Lˆ
γj+4
v . By
the induction hypothesis, Lˆ
γ(j−1)+4
v is a N
γ(j−1)
v -prepared labeling for v. Since we apply
Φprepare with L
old
v = Lˆ
γ(j−1)+4
v and Nold = N
γ(j−1)
v , preparedness holds by definition of
Φprepare for L
γj
v . Now, if the label of v does not change further during the epoch, then the
invariant holds for it.
If the label of v changes because v is an active node that does not abort, then it applies
Φfix in order to obtain Lˆ
γj+4
v , which is N
γj
v -prepared by item (a) in the definition of Φfix.
Otherwise, we claim that the label of v can only be changed by a single one of its neighbors.
This is because if two of its neighbors, u1, u2 are active, then one of its edges to them
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must be inserted during the epoch because we propagate the timestamp to distance 3,
which makes its endpoint abort. Since the label of v is changed by a single neighbor that
executes Φfix, the item (b2) in the definition of Φfix guarantees that the new label for v is
prepared with respect to its neighborhood in the respective graph, which is Gγj .
2. For every two nodes u, v that are clean at the end of the epoch and for which {u, v} ∈ Gγj ,
if their labels do not change during the epoch, then {u, v}-correctness of the respective
tuple follows from the induction hypothesis.
If only one of their labels changes, say that of v, then either v applies Φfix or there is a
(single) neighbor w of v which changes the label of v by applying Φfix. In the former case,
by item (b1) in the definition of Φfix it holds that the respective tuple of excerpts of the
labels of v and u is {u, v}-correct. In the latter, {u, v}-correctness is given by item (b3)
in the definition of Φfix.
Finally, if both of their labels change, then either without loss of generality v applies
Φfix to both labels, in which case item (b1) in the definition of Φfix promises that {u, v}-
correctness holds, or v and u have a joint neighbor w which applies Φfix and again {u, v}-
correctness holds, by item (b3). The crucial thing to notice here is that it cannot be the
case that a node wv changes the label of v and a different node wu changes the label of
u at the same time, because this implies that the distance between wv and wu is at most
3, in which case either at least one of them aborts due to an edge insertion, or the edge
{u, v} is inserted (maybe immediately after being deleted), but then v and u are not clean.
Since the invariants hold, we conclude that whenever Dj = ∅, it holds that for each edge
e, the tuple associated with e is e-correct, and all views are consistent for their respective
neighborhoods in Gγj , which by the correctness property implies that the labeling is in L-legal.
Further, what the invariants imply is that some correctness holds even for intermediate rounds:
at the end of every epoch j, every tuple associated with an edge e that touches two clean
endpoints is e-correct, and the entire subgraph induced by nodes that are clean and have all of
their neighborhood clean has locally consistent labelings.
5.2 Node insertions/deletions
For node insertions and deletions, the proof of Theorem 1 does not hold. Intuitively, this is
because we need all neighbors of a changed node (inserted or deleted) to become dirty, which
clearly increases the amortized complexity.
For the example of maximal matching, however, notice that when an edge is inserted, it
suffices that only one of its endpoints becomes dirty in the algorithm and fixes correctness for
the tuple associated with that edge. Hence, if a node is inserted, it suffices that the inserted
node becomes dirty, and we do not need all of its neighbors to become so. The property of the
LFL for maximal matching which makes this possible is a property of the preparing function
Φprepare, which makes it what we term as an insertion-closed preparing function.
Insertion-closed preparing functions: Formally, a preparing function Φprepare is
called insertion-closed if for each v ∈ [n], whenever Noldv ⊆ Nnewv it holds that
Φprepare(v,N
old
v , N
new
v , L
old
v ) = L
old
v .
As noted in the running example of maximal matching through Section 4, the above property
holds for the function Φprepare in our suggested labeling for maximal matching. We therefore
obtain:
Lemma 2. The problem of maximal matching is a bounded LFL with an insertion-closed prepar-
ing function.
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We claim that for every bounded LFL with an insertion-closed preparing function, our
approach also handles node insertions within O(1) amortized rounds.
Theorem 3. For every bounded LFL L with an insertion-closed preparing function, there is a
deterministic dynamic distributed fixing algorithm which handles edge insertions/deletions and
node insertions in O(1) amortized rounds.
Proof. When a node is inserted, it adopts an initial label that is Nv-prepared. The algorithm
is almost exactly the same as the main algorithm, with the only modification being that a node
v becomes dirty also in the case when it is an inserted node. The analysis of O(1) amortized
number of rounds remains the same, and so we only argue that the two claimed correctness
conditions hold at the end of round γj + 4 = γ(j + 1)− 1:
1. For every node v, its label Lˆγj+4v is N
γj
v -prepared;
2. For every two nodes u, v that are clean at the end of the epoch and for which {u, v} ∈ Gγj ,
it holds that the tuple (Lˆγj+4uu , Lˆ
γj+4
uv , Lˆ
γj+4
vu , Lˆ
γj+4
vv ) is {u, v}-correct.
The proof is again by induction and below we only indicate the modifications required compared
with the proof of Theorem 1.
1. The proof for Nγjv -prepared remains the same.
2. For the proof of {u, v}-correctness to go through, we argue that {u, v}-correctness still
holds after the insertion of a node w that is a neighbor of at least one of u and v, even
before the dirty node w becomes active. This is because the insertion-closed preparing
function promises that the labels of u and v remain prepared after the insertion of w
without the need to change them, and hence the correctness of the respective tuple for
the edge {u, v} is maintained.
At this point, a natural question is why does our algorithm not handle also node deletions.
The intuition for why this happens is as follows. By the definition of an insertion-closed prepar-
ing function, for an edge insertion it suffices that only one endpoint of the edge invokes Φfix.
This is why we can extended the algorithm to also apply to node insertions, as the inserted
node is responsible for fixing the correctness of all of its edges. However, for an edge deletion,
it may be the case that both endpoints need to invoke Φfix (imagine the maximal matching
example, when a matching edge is removed from the graph, and so both endpoints need to
match themselves with new neighbors). Hence, while for an edge deletion this only incurs a
factor of 2 in the amortized complexity, when a node is deleted it may be that all of its former
neighbors need to invoke Φfix, which is too costly.
Despite that, one may observe that a notion of deletion-closed preparing functions could be
defined in a similar manner. However, we suspect that such a notion has a much more limited
applicability. Formally, we would like that for each v ∈ [n], whenever Noldv ⊇ Nnewv it holds that
Φprepare(v,N
old
v , N
new
v , L
old
v ) = L
old
v . Note that as with the intuition about maximal matchings,
in LFLs whose preparing functions are either insertion-closed or deletion-closed, it is sufficient
that only one endpoint of an edge becomes dirty to fix the labeling and ensure edge-correctness.
We emphasize that crucially in such a scenario with deletion-closed preparing functions there is
no additional edge-correctness constraint to fix, and therefore node deletions may be handled
without communication! Since we observe this property only in one example below, and as it
seems to us more limiting, we elect to not study it further.
Nevertheless, for some problems, we will show that we can also handle node deletions ef-
ficiently. This happens when we can bound the number of neighbors that need to invoke Φfix
after a node deletion (imagine the maximal matching example, where a deleted node could have
been matched to at most a single neighbor, and so at most one former neighbor really needs to
invoke Φfix). In the following sections, we address node deletions where applicable.
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6 Coloring, Maximal Matching, and 2-MWVC
We now apply Theorem 1 to some fundamental tasks, by showing that they can be expressed
by bounded LFLs with insertion-closed preparing functions. For some of these tasks, we show
that they also allow fast fixing of node deletions.
6.1 Maximal Matching
For maximal matching, the nodes of an empty graph start with labels for which all excerpts are
false. Combining Theorem 3 and Lemma 2 directly gives the following.
Corollary 1. There is a deterministic dynamic distributed fixing algorithm for maximal match-
ing which handles edge insertions/deletions and node insertions in O(1) amortized rounds.
Next, we consider node deletions for maximal matching. Fixing these topology changes fast
does not follow from the main theorem because the only straightforward thing we can say is
that a node deletion corresponds to many edge deletions, but then we need to associate O(∆)
timestamps with such a topology change. We cannot account for this in our amortization, which
without deeper analysis grows to the order of the degrees of nodes.
Nevertheless, we show that a variant of the algorithm in Theorems 1 and 3, with a tweak
about which nodes become dirty, handles also node deletions in O(1) amortized rounds in the
number of topology changes. Thus we prove the following.
Theorem 4. There is a deterministic dynamic distributed fixing algorithm for maximal match-
ing which handles edge/node insertions/deletions in O(1) amortized rounds.
Proof. Consider a deletion of a node v with neighbors {u1, . . . , ud}. We modify the algorithm of
Theorem 3 so that among the nodes {u1, . . . , ud}, only the node that is matched with v (if there
exists such a node) becomes dirty. The O(1) amortized round complexity remains, as every
topology change of a node induces at most two new timestamps. Correctness holds because any
other node u in {u1, . . . , ud} maintains neighborhood preparedness, and all of its edges apart
from maybe {u, v} maintain edge-correctness.
6.2 Coloring
For coloring, we distinguish between (degree + 1)-coloring and (∆ + 1)-coloring.
Lemma 3. The problem of (degree + 1)-coloring is a bounded LFL.
Proof. For (degree+1)-coloring, we consider the set of excerpts X = [n]∪{⊥}, where the values
in [n] represent colors. The set Γ of labels is defined as all labels such that if Lv is a label for v
then Lvv ∈ X and Lvu = ⊥ for all u 6= v. The reciprocity property of tuples for arguing about
edge-correctness is immediate from the nullification of the excerpts that are set to ⊥.
For the set P, a label Lv is defined to be Nv-prepared if Lvv ≤ d + 1, where d + 1 = |Nv|.
We define Φprepare to simply set L
new
vv to be |Nnew|, thus we immediately obtain that Φprepare is
a preparing function.
For the set E , a tuple (Lvv,⊥,⊥, Luu) is defined to be {v, u}-correct if Lvv 6= Luu. The
set of Nv-consistent views for a node v where Nv is the star centered at v with neighbors
{u1, . . . , ud} consists of all the views (Lv, Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud) with Lvv 6= Luiui for all ui ∈ Nv,
and Lvv ≤ d+1. Clearly, if for a labeling L and a graph G it holds that for every v, its respective
view is Nv-consistent, then L induces a valid (degree + 1)-coloring.
Finally, we define Φfix(v,N
new
v , L
old
v , Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud) to return the minimal value in [n] \
{Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud} for Lnewvv , and ⊥ for all other excerpts of Lnewv . The labels Luiui remain
unchanged. This guarantees the correctness of the tuples associated with edges touching v, and
it guarantees that the correctness of the tuples associated with edges of the neighbors of v are
not compromised, as is the preparedness of their respective labels.
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For coloring, the nodes of an empty graph start with labels for which all node excerpts are
1 and all edge excerpts are ⊥. Combining Theorem 1 and Lemma 3 directly gives the following.
Corollary 2. There is a deterministic dynamic distributed fixing algorithm for (degree + 1)-
coloring, which handles edge insertions/deletions in O(1) amortized rounds.
The Φprepare function in our above LFL for coloring is not insertion-closed. However, if we
relax the coloring requirement to be a (∆ + 1)-coloring, and replace every d with ∆ in the
definition of the labeling, then we obtain a bounded LFL with an insertion-closed preparing
function. This means that we can handle node insertions. In addition, it is clear that no node
needs to change its label after any deletion, and hence the same algorithm tolerates also node
deletions, where nodes that receive indication of an edge or a neighbor being deleted avoid
marking themselves as dirty. By Theorem 3, we obtain the following.
Theorem 5. There is a deterministic dynamic distributed fixing algorithm for (∆+1)-coloring
which handles edge/node insertions/deletions in O(1) amortized rounds.
6.3 2-Approximate Minimum Weight Vertex Cover
Clearly, taking the endpoints of a maximal matching is insufficient for obtaining a 2-
approximation of the minimum weight vertex cover. Instead, we want to employ the local-ratio
approach, which at a high level says that if we repeatedly pick an edge in the graph for which
both endpoints have non-zero remaining weights and reduce the minimum of the two remaining
weights from both endpoints, then at the end of the process the set of nodes with remaining
weight zero is a 2-approximation for MWVC.
The way to use this approach in our setting is to have a label for each node which records all
of this information. That is, the label of a node records not only the remaining weight, but also,
for each incident edge, the sum of weight reductions that have been invoked on this edge. Then,
if an edge is inserted, its endpoints invoke a weight reduction over it and update their labels,
and if an edge is deleted, each node locally computes edge reductions with its neighbors in a
consistent manner, and informs each one about its respective weight reduction. This approach
implies that a 2-approximation of MWVC can be expressed as a bounded LFL, given that
the weights can be expressed in O(log n) bits. To formalize the above, we first provide the
template for using the local-ratio technique for obtaining a 2-approximation for MWVC. This
template does not assume any specific computation model and only describes the paradigm and
correctness. It can be proven either using the primal-dual framework [BE81], or the local-ratio
framework [Bar00], which are known to be equivalent [BR05]. We include the proof in the
appendix of our paper, for completeness.
We assume a given weighted graph G = (V,w,E), where w : V → R+ is an assignment of
weights to the vertices. Let δ : E → R+ be a function that assigns weights to edges. We say
that δ is G-valid if for every v ∈ V , ∑e:v∈e δ(e) ≤ w(v), i.e., the sum of weights of edges that
touch a vertex is at most the weight of that vertex in G.
Fix any G-valid function δ. Define w˜δ : V → R+ by w˜δ(v) =
∑
e:v∈e δ(e), and let w
′
δ : V →
R
+ be defined by w′δ(v) = w(v) − w˜δ(v). In words, w′δ(v) is what remains of the weight w(v)
after subtracting all the weights δ(e) that are placed over its incident edges. Since δ is G-valid,
w′δ(v) ≥ 0 for every v ∈ V .
Let Sδ = {v ∈ V | w′δ(v) ≤ 0} (in fact, by the above, we can require w′δ(v) = 0 instead). The
following theorem states that if Sδ is a vertex cover, then it is a 2-approximation for MWVC.
Theorem 6. [BE81,Bar00, see also the proof in our appendix] Let OPT be the minimal weight
of a vertex cover of G. If δ is a G-valid function, then
∑
v∈Sδ w(v) ≤ 2OPT. In particular, if
Sδ is a vertex cover then it is a 2-approximation for MWVC for G.
Using the above we continue to proving our main result.
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Lemma 4. The problem of 2-MWVC is a bounded LFL with an insertion-closed preparing
function.
Proof. We assume here a graph G = (V,w,E) in which the node weights are integers in a set
[W ], where W is polynomial in n, and each node is initially given its weight w(v). The set of
input labels Σ is the set of possible weights [W ]. In an output label Lv, the node excerpt Lvv
corresponds to the remaining weight of the node v, and for every u 6= v, the edge excerpt Lvu
corresponds to a reduction δ({u, v}) of weight from the edge {u, v}, if this edge exists. This
satisfies the reciprocity property of tuples for edge-correctness.
For the set P, a label Lv is Nv-prepared if
∑
u∈[n]Lvu = w(v) and 0 ≤ Lvv ≤ w(v), that is,
Lvv is indeed the remaining weight of v and it is non-negative, and does not exceed its initial
weight. We define Lnewv = Φprepare(v,N
old
v , N
new
v , L
old
v ) as follows. For every u 6∈ Nold ⊕Nnew,
u 6= v, we set Lnewvu = Loldvu , that is, these excerpts do not change. For every u ∈ Nold ⊕ Nnew
we set Lnewvu = 0. Finally, we set L
new
vv = L
old
vv +
∑
u∈Noldv \Nnewv L
old
vu , which means that the
weight reductions over the removed edges are revoked. This implies that Φprepare is a preparing
function. Moreover, notice that if Nold ⊆ Nnew then Lnewv = Loldv , so this in fact gives an
insertion-closed preparing function.
For the set E , a tuple (Lvv , Lvu, Luv, Luu) is defined to be {v, u}-correct if Lvv = 0 or Luu = 0
(and Lvu = Luv, as required for all LFLs). With these definitions, the set of Nv-consistent views
for a node v where Nv is the star centered at v with neighbors {u1, . . . , ud} are views of the
form (Lv, Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud) in which
∑
u∈[n]Lvu = w(v), 0 ≤ Lvv ≤ w(v), and either Lvv = 0 or
for all u ∈ Nv it holds that Luu = 0. For a labeling L and a graph G, if the respective view of
every v is Nv-consistent, then it is immediate to see that the function δ : E → R+ defined by
δ({u, v}) = Luv = Lvu is G-valid, and the set S = {v ∈ [n] | Lvv = 0} is a vertex cover, which
by Theorem 6 implies that S is a 2-approximation for MWVC.
Finally, we define Φfix(v,N
new
v , L
old
v , Lu1u1 , . . . , Ludud) as follows. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ d, we set
Lnewvui = L
old
vui+ti, where ti = min{Luiui , Loldvv −
∑
1≤j≤i−1 tj}. In addition, we set Lvui = Luiui+ti.
By this definition, Lnewv is N
new
v -prepared (item (a)). Moreover, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ d, by the
choice of ti we also have {v, ui}-correctness for the respective tuple, preparedness for the label
of the neighbor ui, and maintenance of edge correctness for tuples associated with edges of ui
that are edge-correct with its previous label (items (b1)–(b3)).
The question of handling node deletions in an LFL for 2-MWVC remains open. For node
insertions, combining Lemma 4 and Theorem 3 implies the following, where the nodes of an
empty graph start with labels for which each node excerpt is Lvv = w(v) and all edge excerpts
are 0.
Corollary 3. There is a deterministic dynamic distributed fixing algorithm for a 2-
approximation of a minimum weight vertex cover, which handles edge insertions/deletions and
node insertions in O(1) amortized rounds.
7 The case of fixing an MIS
An MIS can be easily expressed as an LFL by incorporating all the neighborhood information
into the labels, but we do not know whether it can be expressed as a bounded LFL. The reason
for this is that when an edge is inserted between two MIS nodes, one of its endpoints must fix
its label to become a non-MIS node, which necessitates considering the new labels for all of its
neighbors for which this active node was the only MIS neighbor. Without knowing the edges
between its neighbors, the active node cannot know which choice of a subset of them would give
an MIS, but including this information in the excerpts makes them too large.
Instead, we present a labeling that does not contain all the neighborhood information and
uses only small excerpts. To handle the new subset of neighbors that needs to be added to the
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MIS in the aforementioned example, our approach is to have the active node simply indicate to
all of its neighbors that they cannot remain clean and must check for themselves whether they
need to change their labels. Of course, such a single topology change may now incur a number
of dirty nodes that is the degree of this endpoint, which may be linear in n.
Yet, we make a crucial observation here: any node that becomes dirty in this manner,
can be blamed on a previous topology change in which only one node becomes dirty. This
implies a potential function for the budget of dirty nodes, to which we add 2 units for every
topology change, and charge either 0, 1, 2, or d (current node degree) units for each invocation
of the fixing function, in a manner that preserves the potential non-negative at all times. Note
that due to the potential function argument, here we must start with an empty graph for the
amortization to work, unlike previous problems, where we could start with any graph as long
as the nodes have an L-legal labeling for it. Roughly speaking, we rely on the fact that since
all nodes that are in the graph start as MIS nodes because there are no edges, then a node
switches from being an MIS node to being a non-MIS node only upon an insertion of an edge
between two MIS nodes, and the other endpoint of the inserted edge safely remains in the MIS.
Note that we impose the rule that an inserted node never makes a node switch from being an
MIS node to being a non-MIS node, since the inserted node chooses to become an MIS node
only if all of its neighbors are already non-MIS nodes.
Theorem 7. There is a deterministic dynamic distributed fixing algorithm for MIS, which
handles edge/node insertions/deletions in O(1) amortized rounds.
Proof. We consider the set of labels in which all excerpts are in {true, false}. For a label
Lv, the node excerpt Lvv indicates whether v is in the MIS (true) or not (false). Each edge
excerpt Lvu, for u 6= v, indicates whether the edge {v, u} is covered, i.e., either u or v is in the
MIS. The nodes of an empty graph start with labels for which all excerpts are true.
For the set E , the edge-correctness criterion for an edge {v, u} is that not both node excerpts
Lvv and Luu are true. For the set P, an Nv-prepared label is such that at least one of the
excerpts in Lv is true. The function Φprepare is the identity function, and we define Φfix as
follows. If Luiui = true for some ui ∈ Nnewv , it sets Lnewvv = false, and otherwise Lnewvv = true.
Notice that this Φfix function does not comply with the definition of a fixing function, because
it may create incorrect tuples for edges, if two neighbors switch their node excerpts to true at
the same time (note that neighborhood information is not part of the input to this function
because we keep the excerpts small). Thus, we do not argue that this is an LFL, but show how
to use this labeling to obtain the required fast fixing nonetheless.
We consider an algorithm that is identical to that of Theorem 1, with the following modifi-
cations.
(1) When an edge e = {v, u} is deleted, if the node excerpts of both u and v are false
then neither of them becomes dirty, and if only one of them is false then only this node
becomes dirty.
(2) When an edge e = {v, u} is inserted, if at least one of the node excerpts of u and v is
false then neither of them becomes dirty, and if both are true then only the node with
smaller ID becomes dirty.
(3) When a node v is inserted then only v becomes dirty.
(4) When a node v is deleted then a neighbor z becomes dirty only if its node excerpt is false
and it has no neighbor with a node excerpt true.
When a dirty node becomes active, it assigns itself the node excerpt true if all of its neighbors
have node excerpts that are false, and it assigns itself the node excerpt false otherwise. In
other words, it applies Φfix. As explained, our definition of Φfix does not satisfy the requirements
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of a fixing function because of the absence of neighborhood information, and therefore in order
for a node v to choose new labels for its neighbors, we add the following item:
(5) When an active node v changes its node excerpt to false, all of its neighbors marked
false that do not have a neighbor marked true become dirty.
The crucial point here is that not all nodes that become dirty in items (4) and (5) will actually
utilize their timestamp — some will drop their timestamp before competing for becoming active,
and hence we will not need to account for fixing them. That is, we add the following item:
(6) When an active node v changes its node excerpt to true, all of its dirty neighbors become
clean.
Correctness: The correctness follows the exact line of proof of the algorithm in Theorem 1,
with the modification that although Φfix does not handle the labels of the neighbors, making
them dirty in item (5) compensates for that. That is, at the end of the epoch, we still have the
following guarantee: if all nodes are clean, then their node excerpts induce an MIS; otherwise
for every two clean neighbors, edge-correctness holds for the tuple associated with the edge
connecting them.
Amortized round complexity: We use a potential function argument to prove that the
cumulative number of epochs in which any node becomes active (rather than counting dirty
nodes) is upper-bounded by twice the number of topology changes. This proves our claim of an
amortized O(1) round complexity.
Consider a node v that is deleted in round i as in item (4) (or v is active and marked false
as in item (5)), and a set Z = {z1, . . . , zk} of its neighbors that become dirty by satisfying the
condition in item (4) (or item (5)) above, ordered by their timestamps (i, v, zj) for 1 ≤ j ≤ k,
as induced by this topology change. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ k, if a node zj becomes active due to
this timestamp, then by item (6), starting from round i none of its neighbors change their node
excerpt to true. Consider the last round i′ before round i in which the node excerpt of zj is
true (i′ exists since this condition occurs initially when the graph is empty). We claim that
the topology change whose associated active node changed the node excerpt of zj to false in
round i′+1, is either an insertion of an edge {zj , u} that satisfies the condition of item (2) with
ID(zj) < ID(u), or an insertion of the node zj which connects it to at least one node whose
node excerpt is true. The reason for this is that these are the only topology changes which
cause zj to be assigned the node excerpt false.
Finally, notice that these topology changes both induce only a single dirty node, and there-
fore we can blame zj becoming active on the corresponding topology change. This is an injective
mapping, as any other node cannot blame these changes (they are changes that made zj dirty),
and zj itself may become active again in the future due to satisfying the condition in item (4)
(or item (5)) above only if its node excerpt is changed to false again in between.
8 Discussion
Many questions arise from our definition of LFL, and in particular, which other tasks can be
described as LFLs? Which tasks can be described as bounded LFLs? It is easy to verify
that many variants of coloring problems can be described as bounded LFLs, but can MIS be
described as such?
Also, we believe that fixing LCL tasks with radius r > 1 can be handled in a similar manner,
but we leave this for future work.
Finally, it seems that the family of problems addressed in the work of Bamberger, Kuhn,
and Maus [BKM19] is not directly comparable with ours. Undoubtedly, our works share some
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aspects and definitely battle the same severe model. A particular open question is whether one
can improve the worst-case round complexity of our algorithm, perhaps to a logarithmic in n
complexity such as in [BKM19], without sacrificing its amortized round complexity.
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A Proof of Theorem 6
Proof. For every v ∈ V we have that w′δ(v) = w(v)− w˜δ(v), which implies that w(v) = w′δ(v) +
w˜δ(v). For every v ∈ Sδ it holds that w′δ(v) ≤ 0, and therefore w(v) ≤ w˜δ(v). This gives:
∑
v∈Sδ
w(v) ≤
∑
v∈Sδ
w˜δ(v)
≤
∑
v∈Sδ
∑
e:v∈e
δ(e)
≤
∑
v∈V
∑
e:v∈e
δ(e)
≤ 2
∑
e∈E
δ(e).
It remains to prove that
∑
e∈E δ(e) ≤ OPT. To this end, let SOPT be a cover of minimal weight,
and associate each edge e ∈ E with its endpoint ve in SOPT (choose an arbitrary endpoint if
both are in SOPT). The weight w(v) of each v ∈ SOPT is at least
∑
e:ve=v
δ(e), because it is
at least
∑
e:v∈e δ(e). Hence, OPT =
∑
v∈SOPT w(v) ≥
∑
v∈SOPT
∑
e:ve=v
δ(e) =
∑
e∈E δ(e), as
desired.
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